This is the Official 2017 World Hwa Rang Do® Association Special Gear Catalog for our dynamic expression of the art through: Mugi-Daeryun (Weapon Fighting) – Gumtoogi (Sword Fighting), Bongtoogi (Stick Fighting); Gotoogi (Submission Fighting); and Yongtoogi (Standup Fighting). Hope you’ll find this catalog useful, interesting and informative.

All of us here at WHRDA wish you Happy Holidays and Season’s Greetings! We hope you’ll be better equipped to face the exciting challenges of Hwa Rang Do®/Tae Soo Do® in 2016, maximizing your human potential and empowering the World one person at a time, starting with the “self.”

Please remember that all these items in this catalog must be ordered though your perspective Dojang (School).
Hwa Rang Do® since its conception in 1960 by our Founder, Dr. Joo Bang Lee, it has been one of the most comprehensive martial arts in the World as it was created with the Eastern metaphysics of Um/Yang Theory, stating there are opposites to all things and one must strive for balance. Due to its vast curriculum in all aspects of human development - mentally, emotionally, physically, and spiritually we also require many different uniforms & equipment, depending on the task. We have worked diligently in the last two decades to standardize and offer the best uniforms and gear possible, maintaining the functionality, safety, & last but not least esthetics. As a Hwarang, we must be beautiful within & without, internal & external, material & immaterial.
There has always been much chatter about Korea & Japan's relationship in regards to martial arts traditions. Although this is not a subject that Koreans like to discuss as it brings up old wounds and the Japanese avoid admission, we feel it is necessary to bring clarity starting with our pupil.

The use of the specific bamboo armor and style of sword fighting utilizing the bamboo sword was created by the Japanese in the early 17th century and was introduced to Korea during the Japanese Occupation from 1910 to 1945. During the Occupation, Koreans were not allowed to practice any Korean cultural arts, speak Korean or even promote anything Korean as they attempted to commit cultural genocide. Still today, the Japanese have yet to accept responsibility for many of the atrocities committed during the occupation. These are the unfortunate tragedies and the realities of war. What's done is done! In place of Korean cultural arts, the Japanese introduced three fundamental Japanese martial art styles, which were Karate (Gong Soo Do or Tang So Do in Korean which was later renamed as Tae Kwon Do in the 70’s and made into a Korean National Sport at which time Dojoonim left Korea), Judo (Yudo in Korean), and Kendo (Kumdo in Korean). Therefore, they might resemble each other but the Koreans have added their own style & flare to what the Japanese left us with. To say who came first, the Japanese or the Koreans is like asking what came first, “the chicken or the egg.” Therefore, since the Japanese have created the armor and the uniforms necessary to efficiently practice sword fighting safely, we have decided to use the Kendo/Kumdo armor by adding a modification in the form of a leg protector (Hache Hogu), allowing leg strikes as well as spinning cuts to exercise the full breadth of our curriculum, until the time comes when it is cost effective to create our own armor & uniform design. That is also the reason why we have created our own name of “Gumtoogi” to avoid further confusion, as we are not attempting to promote Kendo/Kumdo, but our own style of sword fighting, borrowing from the existing armor and equipment. We are not trying to take something Japanese and call it Korean as it is the debate with the current Kendo v. Kumdo argument, but to create our style of sword fighting and to make possible what was previously not.
Gumtoogi Beginner Set
$95
save $23
Excellent Uniform for Beginner Gumtoogi Students.

Gumtoogi Int/Adv Uniform Set – Shishin #8,800
$150
save $110
Material: Sangeui (100% Cotton) & Haeui (100% Cotton)
Special Feature: Sangeui is specially designed without lining. Haeui is #8,800 stitched, comes in Navy only.
Gumtoogi Int/Adv Uniform Set – Budo #11,000

$270
save $60

Material: Sangeui (100% Cotton) & Haeui (100% Cotton).

Special Feature: Jacket is specially designed without lining. Haeui is #8,800 stitched, comes in Navy only

All stitched by hand by the finest artisans of Japan.

HIGH LEVEL QUALITY & COMFORT
Gumtoogi Int/Adv Uniform Set – Hinkaku #10,000

$210 save $90

Material: Sangeui (100% Cotton) & Haeui (100% Cotton).
Special Feature: Jacket is specially designed without lining. Haeui is #8,800 stitched, comes in Navy only.

CRAFTSMANSHIP
HAND STITCHED
Gumtoogi Top Master Quality Uniform Set – Kenshi AA

$490  save $55

Material: 100% genuine indigo dyed cotton.
Special Feature: All 1.5Bu Hand-Stitched by the finest artisans of Japan

“The Best Uniform of the finest quality that money can buy.”
Gumtoogi Top Master Quality Uniform Set – Kenshi A

$460
save $55

Material: 100% genuine indigo dyed cotton.
Special Feature: All 2.0Bu Hand-Stitched by the finest artisans of Japan

CLASSIC
THE BEST FOR THE BEST
Gumtoogi Top Master Quality Handmade Sangeui – Kenshi AA

$390
save $35

Material: 100% genuine indigo dyed cotton.
Special Feature: Double-layered, All Handmade 1.5Bu Stitched by the finest artisans of Japan

Gumtoogi Top Master Quality Handmade Sangeui – Kenshi A

$345
save $50

Material: 100% genuine indigo dyed cotton.
Special Feature: Double-layered, All Handmade 2.0Bu Stitched by the finest artisans of Japan

SANGEUI JACKETS ONLY
Gumtoogi Hinkaku Double Layered Sangeui

$100
save $20

Material: 100% genuine indigo dyed cotton.
Special Feature: All Hand-Stitched by the finest artisans of Japan

Gumtoogi Shishin Single Layered w/Lining Sangeui

$85
save $15

Material: 100% genuine indigo dyed cotton.
Special Feature: Specially designed w/sky blue lining (Great sweat protection)

SPECIAL DESIGN PERFORMANCE
Gumtoogi Honeycomb Summer White or Navy Sangeui

$80 save $10

Material: 100% cotton w/honeycomb texture.
This is specially designed for the hot summer season, super light & comfortable.
"No more sticky!"

HONEYCOMB
GREAT FOR SUMMER
Gumtoogi Orizashi Sangeui

$50

Material: Jersey Fabric.
Special Feature: Specially designed for light weight & comfort, pre-washed & pre-shrunk

Great for everyday training!

AFFORDABLE COMFORT
Gumtoogi Zonshin White or Navy Single Layered Sangeui (For Beginners)

$50  save $8

Material: 100% cotton.
They are already pre-washed & pre-shrunk.
Gumtoogi Top Master Quality Haeui #11,000

$160
save $50

Material: 100% genuine Indigo dyed cotton.
Special Feature: It is of the highest #10,000 stitching fabric.

*Master Level but you don’t have to be a Master to wear one.*
Gumtoogi High Quality Haeui #8,800
$95 save $65
Material: 100% Indigo dyed cotton.
Special Feature: It is of the highest #8,800 stitching fabric.

Gumtoogi General Haeui Navy (For Beginners)
$50 save $10
Material: Tetron.
They are already pre-washed & pre-shrunk.
The WHRDA Gotoogi Uniform is specially designed by Grandmaster Taejoon Lee for the specific purposes of our sport grappling, Gotoogi. It is a hybrid of the traditional Judo & Jujitsu Uniforms to arrive at a design that offers the best durability, comfort & style. The Gotoogi Uniforms are available only through the WHRDA and it’s Official Branches.

Official WHRDA Gotoogi Grappling Uniform

$160

Material: Made from 100% Heavyweight Cotton. Special Features: Double stitched lapel, double layer fabric & double stitching over knees, draw string & elastic waist for extra security and comfort, beautiful embroidery of Gotoogi (in Chinese Character) on the front & a HUGE HRD Um/Yang Logo on the back!

(These are back-ordered and might take up to 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.)
The Team Kwan Chang (TKC) Uniform is specially designed for Instructors to wear daily as their main uniform while teaching as it provides not only maximum comfort and easy care, it looks AWESOME! The embroidery work is extensive with “Rang-Do” (Ronin) (Hwarang Knight’s Disciple) in Chinese Characters; then on the back it has a huge Um/Yang with “Hwa Rang Do” & “Tae Soo Do” in gold. It is truly a uniform you can be proud to wear. It also comes with beautiful monogramming.

TKC Members are hand selected by the Head Instructor/Head Master of each Branch.

Note: These Uniforms are custom-made and is ordered individually so please expect at least 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

Official Team Kwan Chang (TKC) – All Black Instructor Uniform

$130

W/Korean & HRD Crest Patches

$140

The TKC uniform can only be ordered by the School Owner/Master for their official Instructors only!
Official Teak Gong Team (TGT) – Black&White Assistant Instructor Uniform

$130

The TGT uniform can only be ordered by the School Owner/Master for their official Assistant Instructors only!

The Teuk Gong Team (TGT) Uniform is specially designed for Assistant-Instructors to wear daily as their main uniform while assisting and/or training as it provides not only maximum comfort and easy care, it looks GREAT! On the front there’s embroidery of TSD Code-of-Arms and on the back “Tae Soo Do” in both Chinese Characters and English.

Note: These Uniforms are custom-made and is ordered individually so please expect at least 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.
As a Hwarang, a Warrior in ancient times, our armor, our weapon is our life. In battle, if they fail, surely one will die! Although today we do not charge into battle, we must still preserve the ethos and maintain the spirit of the warrior. Today our armor, our weapon is our symbol of our heritage as well as a means of maintaining the sharpness of our mind, heightening our warrior spirit rather than succumbing to the mundane world of the “Rat Race.” As we care for our armor, our weapon, we must reflect on our life and as Hwarang we do not fear death, but to live unspiritued, carelessly is a fate worse than death. Take pride and care for your armor and only then will it serve you, so that we can continue to better serve others.

Kuksa Taejoon Lee
Hogu (Armor) Sizing Information

In order to place an order for Hoan (Gloves), you must specify the Sizes A and B of your hand. Please refer to the diagram for details. *Size “A” is the circumference, the length all the way around the hand.*

In order to place an order for Myon (Headgear), you must specify the Size B of your head. Please refer to the diagram for details.

For proper size of Kap (Chest guard) & Kapsang (Skirt), you must also include the following: **Height / Weight / Waist**
Deluxe 2mm Naname Zashi Hogu Set

$1,200

SPECIFICATION
Interval of stitching: 2mm
MYON: Titanium helmet / Indigo dyed #8,800 Anti-fungus Fabric / 100% Anti-fungus wool pad
KAP: Black 50 pcs bamboo look / Kurozan Mune (Double Folded)
HOAN: All Dark-Navy smoked Deer Skin Koteatama / Brown Deer skin palm/ two chambers
KAPSANG: 7 Embroidery line a cross / #7,000 Anti-fungus Fabric / 100% Anti-fungus wool pad

INCLUDING ITEMS
1) 1 set of MYON & KAP Himo
2) 1 set of MYON Leather String
3) Myon Sugon / Tenugui
4) Bogu Bag (Deluxe Quality Bag)
2mm Naname Zashi Hogu Set

$1,000

**SPECIFICATION**

- Interval of stitching: 2mm
- MYON: Duralumin helmet / Indigo dyed #8,800 Anti-fungal Fabric
- 100% Anti-fungal wool pad
- KAP: Black 50 pcs bamboo look / Kurozan Mune (Double Folded)
- HOAN: All Dark-Navy smoked Deer Skin Koteatama
- Brown Deer skin palm/ two chambers
- KAPSANG: 7 Embroidery line a cross / #7,000 Anti-fungus Fabric
- 100% Anti-fungus wool pad

**INCLUDING ITEMS**

1) 1 set of MYON & KAP Himo
2) 1 set of MYON Leather String
3) Myon Sugon / Tenugui
4) Bogu Bag (Deluxe Quality Bag)
3mm Naname Zashi Hogu Set

$820

SPECIFICATION
Interval of stitching: 3mm
MYON: Titanium helmet / Indigo dyed #8,800 Anti-fungus Fabric / 100% Anti-fungus wool pad
KAP: Black 50 pcs bamboo look / Kurozan Mune (Double Folded)
HOAN: Indigo Deer Skin Koteatama / Brown Deer skin palm/ two chambers
KAPSANG: 7 Embroidery line a cross / #7,000 Anti-fungus Fabric / 100% Anti-fungus wool pad

INCLUDING ITEMS
1) 1 set of MYON & KAP Himo
2) 1 set of MYON Leather String
3) Myon Sugon / Tenugui
4) Bogu Bag (Quality Bag)
5mm Naname Zashi Hogu Set

$660

SPECIFICATION
Interval of stitching: 5mm
MYON: Duralumin helmet / Indigo dyed #8,800 Anti-fungal Fabric
100% Anti-fungal wool pad
KAP: Black 50 pcs bamboo look / Kurozan Mune (Double Folded)
HOAN: Brown Deer skin palm / one chamber
KAPSANG: 6 Embroidery line a cross / #5,000 Anti-fungus Fabric
100% Anti-fungus wool pad

INCLUDING ITEMS
1) 1 set of MYON & KAP Himo
2) 1 set of MYON Leather String
3) Myon Sugon / Tenugui
4) Bogu Bag

BEGINNERS
& FOR CHILDREN
Women’s Kap (Do)

$350
save $149.99

We have Tested and Designed specially for Women
The Chest Protector (Kap) cover more area of you chest & breast
area than the regular Kap.
It will give you confidence, keep your body safe from jukdo striking
your sensitive area.
You can get ready to enhance your skills and performance while
training.
* Big sizes are available.
* 50pcs Bamboo Look Kap
* The Kap (Strings) are included.
If you look at the detail of the fabric, the density of the stitching varies - the closer the stitching, the stronger and denser the fabric, providing better protection. These Hogu in the Catalog are all machine made, but imagine the craftsmanship on the handmade, hand-stitched armor. You can only imagine the countless hours devoted to creating one handmade armor. “At that point it is no longer just armor, it is a piece of art.”

(If you are interested in a custom handmade armor please contact Kuksanim Taejoon Lee directly)
Hache Hogu – Patented WHRDA Leg Protectors (Adult or Child Size)

$129

Made to be worn over the Kapsang or Tare. Velcro straps for easy & secure attachments.

Made from 100% Indigo dyed cotton
Durable black lacquered bamboo slats

Protected by all US Patent laws and must have the WHRDA Seal. If not, please report immediately to the WHRDA

Hache Hogu – Replacement Parts

$25

The Hache Hogu (Leg Protector) was invented by Grandmaster Taejoon Lee in order to apply Hwarangdo’s signature rotational cuts and strikes as well as delivering legal strikes to the legs without causing injury. This piece of armor is a Vital component of “Gumtoogi” (HRD Sword Fighting) and “BongtoogI” (HRD Stick Fighting) and can only be purchased through WHRDA.
It has taken over 40 years to arrive at our own Unique Stand-up Fighting Sport – YONGTOOGI, "The Skills for Courage." And, due to the unique rules of engagement, we needed a specially designed protective gear, which would best facilitate the application and expression of Yongtoogi.

Grandmaster Taejoon Lee came up with the answer by designing the most durable gear with the latest high performance vinyl with increased protection and freedom of movement in mind. Although the gear seems to be the same as others, our Yongtoogi gear is specially made to lessen the impact with increased protection to avoid injury as well as lesser dense foam to best facilitate the light contact rules of Yongtoogi.
Official WHRDA Yongtoogi Armor Full Set

$270.90

This includes the Complete Set of Same Size: Helmet, Chest Guard, Open Finger Gloves, Shin/Instep Guard. Mixed size sets, must be ordered as individual pieces per the pricing on the next page.

All Gear must have the Official WHRDA Approved Seal:

Anyone can purchase, but only HRD Students may use them for class.
Official WHRDA Yongtoogi Armor - Helmet

$83.50

Made from durable high-tech synthetic leather: Looks and feels just like leather with a very soft texture, yet more durable than leather.

Special Features: Clear durable plastic face cage to allow for maximum view and protection.
Detachable Face Cage.
Strong Velcro for strong hold and easy access.
Protection on top of head for maximum protection against multitudes of angles of attack.

All Gear must have the Official WHRDA Approved Seal:

Anyone can purchase, but only HRD Students may use them for class.
Official WHRDA Yongtoogi Armor – Chest Guard

$71.50

Made from durable high-tech synthetic leather: Looks and feels just like leather with a very soft texture, yet more durable than leather. Special Features: Made from mold-injection foam with thin, dense foam for maximum protection. Very light weight & less cumbersome to maximize freedom of movement for takedowns & grappling. Long durable straps for easy tying.

Anyone can purchase but only HRD Students may use them for class.

All Gear must have the Official WHRDA Approved Seal:
Official WHRDA Yongtoogi Armor - Gloves

$71.50

Made from durable high-tech synthetic leather: Looks and feels just like leather with a very soft texture, yet more durable than leather.

Special Features: Open-Fingers, Open-Thumbs for better takedowns and grappling submissions.
Extra padding over the knuckles with less dense foam for softer/lighter contact without being too bulky.
Extra long Velcro closure for more secure fit as well as providing extra support for the wrists.

All Gear must have the Official WHRDA Approved Seal:

Anyone can purchase, but only HRD Students may use them for class.
Official WHRDA Yongtoogi Armor – Shin/Instep Guard

$71.50

Made from durable high-tech synthetic leather: Looks and feels just like leather with a very soft texture, yet more durable than leather.

Special Features: Strong Velcro fasteners
Extra Padding for better protection.

Note: The Shin/Instep Guards must be worn under the HRD Uniform Pants.

All Gear must have the Official WHRDA Approved Seal:

Anyone can purchase, but only HRD Students may use them for class.
Our dynamic expression of weaponry is through Gumtoogi (Sword Fighting) & Bongtoogi (Stick Fighting), basically having a category for bladed-weapons & blunt-weapons. The purity of martial training is founded on the sword, which is much more than a weapon, an archetype of power, kingdom & knighthood. It is based on a duel—the idea “One Cut, Once Kill.”

There’s one price for a mistake “death”: there’s no do-overs! This is the true warrior’s mind-set. Gumtoogi is the best way of cultivating the “Warrior Ethos”, “The Hwarang Spirit!”

Another way we like to think of it as: “One Cut, One Life!”

Kuksa Taejoon Lee
The traditional methods of kumdo/kendo did not allow the full expression of HRD’s Um-Yangian philosophy of balance, which permeates into every aspect of our lives. Which means, we needed to integrate not only linear cuts & movements, we needed to add rotational cuts & movements. This lead to the creation of the Hache Hogu & with it we have taken the basic principles of kumdo/kendo and incorporated the rotational strikes to make it unique to our Art of Hwa Rang Do® to express the full-breadth of our curriculum. In addition, we practice fighting with all sizes and variations of swords (made in bamboo).

For a traditional kumdo/kendoist, spinning and giving ones back to the opponent is the last thing you want to do & considered absurd. However, our goal is not only to be effective but more so to expand and maximize our human potential. Therefore, the goal is to be an effective warrior, but also to push ourselves to make difficult techniques work and in so doing elevate not only ourselves, but all of humanity! We hope that more kumdo/kendoists try it out to expand their knowledge and potential.
Complete Jukdo (Bamboo Sword) For Beginners

$22 ~ $30

Size 39: For Adult Men
Size 38: For Adult Women
Size 37: For Children 13 ~ 15
Size 36: For Children 10 ~ 12
Size 34: For Children 7 ~ 9

Comes completely assembled with leather kit and kodeungge / tsuba sword guard.
Special Jukdo

Oval Grip Jukdo for (Women) 38 & (Men) 39

$90

This is a very high quality tournament jukdo, which is designed and constructed using only the highest quality bamboo, combining natural strength and unrivaled durability. This jukdo has a special oval grip, which simulates the grip of a real sword. This tournament jukdo is designed for serious gumtoogists/kumdoist who want the best handling and maneuverability during matches.

Quality would be evident when tried!!

SPECIAL JUKDO

OVAl GRIP
Ssang-Gum (Twin Mid-Swords)  
$55  
save $5  
Comes in a pair, Two Swords

Jung-Gum (Mid-Sword)  
$30  
For One Sword

Note: These are specially made so although they are smaller than the regular jukdo, it costs about the same.
Plastic Kaljib (Sheath) for Mok-Gum

$20

Excellent for practicing Bar-do (the sword draw) & Chak-do (the sword withdraw)

Master White Mok-Gum (Wooden Sword) 100cm

$30

Made from Oak, it is durable for practicing the cuts as well as for exercising two-man fighting forms.
Metal Sword w/Plain Wood Sheath (Long)

$120

Alloy metal sword w/ Plain Wood Sheath

This Sword is necessary for practicing Tae Soo Do® / Hwa Rang Do® Sword Forms.

The weight is a little heavier, great for practice and strengthening.

The blade is dull and cannot be sharpened.
28” Training Jukdo – Short

$59.99
save $20

Six Bamboo Staves 28in Training Jukdo
Weight : 680g
This SUBURI Jukdo is designed for lower ceiling practice.
Main purpose of this Suburi Jukdo is to strengthen your wrist & arm.
This is for one-hand grip.

Training Jukdo (Suburi) - Long

$69.99

Weight: Heavy 1085g
Length: 120cm
This Jukdo is assembled with 6 thick bamboo pieces to build super-strong strength in your arms & wrist.
This is designed for practice with a two-hand grip hold.
Bongtoogi has the similar rules as Gumtoogi, however, it is fighting with all different lengths of blunt weaponry, in particular the staffs (Jangbong) & batons (Jungbong). To ensure safety & prevent injury, we only use light rattan staffs & batons approved by WHRDA. These are not Escrima sticks as they are too dense & hard to practice with our armor. The focus is to develop accuracy & speed rather than just pummeling and bludgeoning each other.
Rattan Jangbong

$25~32.50

Comes in 3 Sizes:

4’ – For Children $25
5’ – For Children & Adult $30
6’ – For Adult $32.50

These Rattan Staffs are made with a special light rattan wood. **These are not Escrima sticks!** Escrima sticks are very hard/dense and can never be used for Bongtoogi. Only these light rattan plain sticks can be used when training Bongtoogi. These are specific to Bongtoogi (Stick Fighting) to minimize impact & increase safety for the practitioners.

No other type of Rattan Staffs will be allowed for competition!
SSANGBONG TWIN STICKS

Ssangbong – Twin Mid-Sticks
$29.95

Jungbong – One Mid-Stick
$15.95

These Rattan Staffs are made with a special light rattan wood. These are not Escrima sticks! Escrima sticks are very hard/dense and can never be used for Bongtoogi. Only these light rattan plain sticks can be used when training Bongtoogi. These are specific to Bongtoogi (Stick Fighting) to minimize impact & increase safety for the practitioners.

Now comes in Two Sizes: For Adult (1" thick)
For Children Under 12 (7/8" thick)

No other type of Rattan Sticks will be allowed for competition or in class.

SSANGBONG TWIN STICKS
Foam Ball-Bearing Practice Ssangjyelbong
$9.95
A must for Beginners to practice before moving on to wood ssangjyelbong. Made of plastic and foam.

Black Round Wood Ssangjyelbong w/Chain
$19.95
This is the only Official ssangjyelbong for the use in TSD/HRD Forms.
Traditionally, the Danbong was used as a drumming stick by Buddhist monks. Today it is used as a defensive weapon by Hwarangdo® Practitioners.

Danbong – Spanish Cedar

$13.95

Lightest & Softest wood. Good for practice but not recommended for hitting objects.

Danbong - Teak

$15.95

Harder yet light. Good for practice & medium contact with objects.
Grandmaster Taejoon Lee’s 8th Dan Commemorative Rosewood Danbong w/Seal

$100

On May 23rd, 2009 Hwa Rang Do’s, Chief Master Taejoon Lee was promoted to 8th Dan Hwa Rang Do® Black Sash and became Grandmaster Taejoon Lee. This was a historic day for many reasons...

On April 18th, Supreme Grandmaster (Dojoonim) Dr. Joo Bang Lee formally tested, then Chief Master Taejoon Lee to qualify him for his 8th degree Black Sash promotion in Hwa Rang Do® including him among the only 3 other people in the world who hold an equal or higher rank in Hwa Rang Do® as well as securing him as the next Dojoo (Owner of the Art). To commemorate this auspicious occasion, we have created this limited Rosewood Danbong. We have made only a hundred of them and there will be no others made when it runs out. This was given as a gift to all the guests who attended his 8th Dan Banquet and decided to make an extra 100 to offer a chance for all Hwarangdoists to own it. Now here’s an opportunity for you to own a part of history, honoring Grandmaster Taejoon Lee & celebrating the continued preservation of Hwa Rang Do® for another generation.

Made of rare Rosewood, which is very hard & has a nice fragrence, hence its name.

The Signature Seal of Kuksanim Taejoon Lee is burned into the wood by hand individually, making each piece a one-of-a-kind item.

This is a once in a lifetime opportunity to own an iconic symbol of Hwa Rang Do®.

In Korea & China, each person has their own signature seal, which is used in conjunction with their signature. This is one of the most traditional seal, which is also called “dojang” in Korean. This seal has Kuksanim’s Name “Lee Tae Joon” from right to left in old Chinese Charcters, which means “The Ultimate Standard.”
Deluxe Travel Hogu Bag w/Wheels

$89.99

save $10

Deluxe Travel Bogu Bag with free embroidery nametag
Materials: Oxford #10000
Bag Size: 26"H x 14"W x 14"D
Extended with handle: 40in height
Weight: approximate 7 lbs.
Detail: 1. Extendable handle & 2 wheels
2. Multiple pockets outside and inside
3. Strong top grip / side grip
4. Perfect size for Hogu and Uniform,
6. Easy to carry with wheels
7. Lightweight and Heavy duty

The Best Hogu Bag Available!

HOGU BAGS
DELUXE TRAVEL
Deluxe Carrier Hogu Bag

$49.99
save $20

Materials: Oxford #10000 with leather accents.
Bag Size: 20 H in x 17 in x 10 in (with side pocket - 20W in)
Weight: 3 lbs.

Hogu Bag

$34.99
save $15

Materials: Oxford #10000
Bag Size: 20 H in x 19 in x 10 in
Weight: 2 lbs.
Deluxe Carrier Hogu Bag

$49.99
save $20
Made in Japan
Capacity: Holds 7 Jukdos
Material: Ballistic Fabric
Designed for easy carry of jukdos w/strong zipper & heavy-duty shoulder strap.
Color & Design: Black
Dimension (H x W x L): approximately 48.5 X 6 X 6 in
Extra pockets for Mokgum & Kodeungee; Excellent durability

Deluxe Carrier Hogu Bag

$29.99
save $6
Made in Japan; Capacity: Holds 4 Jukdos; Material: Ballistic Fabric
Designed for easy carry of jukdos with strong zipper and heavy duty shoulder strap; Color & Design: Black
Extra pockets for Mokgum & Kodeungee; Excellent durability

JUKDO BAGS
BALLISTIC FABRIC
Deluxe Carrier Hogu Bag – Dragon Pattern

$64.99
save $23.51
Made in Japan
Capacity: Perfect size for 3 jukdos
Material: 100% Cotton Fabric

SPECIAL DRAGON COOL GIFT IDEA
In Ancient Times, the colors of the banner symbolized the people, the kingdom, the nation as it still does today as a symbol of the unique common bonds formed through collective suffrage, trials, tribulations, victories and losses that we share as a race, culture, group. For us, the Hwarang, as mandated by our Founder, Dr. Joo Bang Lee (Dojoonim – Owner of the Way) are one family, one group, one kingdom under one banner, the banner of Hwa Rang Do®. For this reason no master was allowed to place his name to his school and no school could create their own banner, which still holds true today. However, for the first time in our history, Dojoonim has agreed to allow his students to display the nationality of the HRD/TSD Practitioners of the World as we continue to grow, internationally. These country flag patches must be specific to the dimensions and specifications laid out by the WHRDA (These herein are the only patches which will be permitted).

Effective as of January 2015, these country shield patches will go on the right shoulder on all uniforms, which defines what country you are training in and on the opposite shoulder (left-side), the homeland of Hwa Rang Do®, the Korean Flag Shield Patch (on uniforms where there are no center chest Korean patch). The patches for the shoulder must be at least 3” to 4” from the top of the shoulder and not from the shoulder seam.

Please view the detailed patch specifications page at the end of this Catalog.

In reality we are “One”: all things, all life in nature, the galaxy, the universe, all matter and anti-matter. However, not all things are the same. Therefore, in order to understand the concept of “One” we must learn to understand, appreciate, respect and value the infinite differences and uniqueness, which exist in the Universe. The problem lies when one uniqueness claims to be the best and only path. They are all integral within the One. In Hwa Rang Do® we strive to be the best individually so that we can better others. The most important thing is acquiring the wisdom to understand without Humanity, there’s no human.

Kuksa Taejoon Lee
Korean Flag Patch – Rectangle w/White Trim
$3.95
Dimensions: 2.5in x 3.5in w/ White Trim
For Center of Chest on TKC, HRD Student and Black Sash Uniforms

Warrior’s Path
$3.95
Dimensions: 2in x 4in w/Black Trim
For All Tae Soo Do® Warrior Path Student Uniforms

Hwa Rang Do® Crest or Code-of-Arms Patch (Black)
For Gotoogi & Black Sash Gumtoogi (Navy) Uniforms
$9
(White)
For Gumtoogi White Jacket Uniforms
$5
Dimensions: 3.5in x 3.5in
# WHRDA UNIFORMS

## REQUIREMENTS & SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Type</th>
<th>Proper Dobok</th>
<th>Patches (Mandatory)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tae Soo Do® General Student, Green Belt Program Member, or Yearly Tuition Program Member</td>
<td>White Top (kimono style) &amp; White Pants TSD Dobok with silk screening</td>
<td>Korean Shield Flag (left shoulder) Nation Shield Patch (right shoulder) Warrior’s Path (Only WP students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tae Soo Do® Black Belt Club Member</td>
<td>Black Top (kimono style) &amp; White Pants Dobok with silk screening</td>
<td>Black &amp; Gold BBC Patch (right shoulder, above) Nation Shield Patch (right shoulder, below) Korean Shield Flag (left shoulder) Warrior’s Path (Only WP students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tae Soo Do® Teuk Gong Team Member</td>
<td>Black &amp; White checkered Pattern V-Neck Pullover Dobok with full embroidery</td>
<td>Korean Shield Flag (left shoulder) Nation Shield Patch (right shoulder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwa Rang Do® General Student</td>
<td>White Top &amp; Black Pant Dobok Gold Trim Black Dopo</td>
<td>Korean All-White Patch over center of chest’s existing patch HRD BBC Patch (left shoulder) Nation Shield Patch (right shoulder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwa Rang Do® Team Kwan Chang Member</td>
<td>All Black Pullover Dobok with full embroidery (cannot wear Dopo over this uniform)</td>
<td>Korean All-White Patch over center of chest’s existing patch Nation Shield Patch (right shoulder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwa Rang Do® Black Sash</td>
<td><strong>See Chart in Instructor &amp; Master Section</strong> Below &amp; at: <a href="http://www.hwarangdo.com/hrddan.htm">http://www.hwarangdo.com/hrddan.htm</a></td>
<td>Korean All-White Patch over center of chest’s existing patch Nation Shield Patch (right shoulder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gumtoogi/Bongtoogi Student</td>
<td>White Sangeui &amp; Navy Haeui</td>
<td>HRD White Crest Patch (left shoulder) Nation Shield Patch (right shoulder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gumtoogi/Bongtoogi Black Sash</td>
<td>Navy Sangeui &amp; Navy Haeui</td>
<td>HRD Black Crest Patch (left shoulder) Nation Shield Patch (right shoulder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go Too Gi Student</td>
<td>WHRDA All Heavyweight Black Gotoogi Uniform</td>
<td>HRD Black Crest Patch (left chest) Korean Shield Flag (left chest) Nation Shield Patch (right shoulder)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUMTOOGI TERMINOLOGY

1. Etiquette of GUMTOOGI
   Hello
   Thank you
   Master
   Instructor
   Attention
   Bow
   Come back
   Martial Arts Gym

2. Equipment
   Bamboo Sword
   Wooden Sword
   Long Sword
   Short Sword
   Twin Swords
   Knife
   Sword Guard
   Protective Gear, Armor
   Protective Gloves
   Protector for Chest
   Protector for Hips
   Helmet
   Leg Protector
   Name Tag
   Head Scarf
   Striking practice stand, Target
   Uniform Jacket
   Uniform Bottom

3. Terms Used in Class
   Step (Move) forward!
   Step (Move) backward!
   Step to the right!
   Command to draw the sword
   Withdraw the sword
   Strike to the right and the left on the forehead
   Sparring
   Free Sparring
   Head
   Wrist
   Waist
   Neck
   Leg
   A thrust to the throat
   Spirited yell
   Striking
   Strike in a big motion
   Strike in a small or swift motion
   To the inside
   To the outside
   Inside Waist
   Outside Waist
   Inside Leg
   Outside Leg
   Spinning
   One Step movement
   Two Steps movement
   Three Steps movement
   Strike and move backward
   Attacker
   Defender